ABSTRACT Ultra-dense network (UDN) is considered as one of the most promising techniques in achieving the increasingly explosive growth of data rates for future 5G system. However, a large number of small cells lead to the increased cell edges and the rugged inter-cell interference, which cause frequent handover events and more radio link failure. In this paper, a local anchor-based dual connectivity (DC) architecture is proposed for a user-centric network based on the analysis of mobility management challenges of UDN. Under the proposed architecture, the local anchor acts as the master eNodeB (MeNB) with neighboring small cells acting as slave eNodeBs (SeNBs) to provide DC transmission for user-centric service following each user's movement. Key procedures for mobility management are correspondingly provided and both the MeNBs and SeNBs are selected from the small cells to investigate the potential of them, which are different from the mobility management methods under the traditional cellular architecture. Performance evaluations are conducted under different parameter configurations to evaluate the maximum potential of the proposed scheme. Simulation results show that in our proposed scheme, the handover failure rate shows a maximum decrease of more than 53% and the average user spectrum efficiency achieves an increase of 5% gains over the current LTE system when the user equipment speed is 3 km/h. INDEX TERMS 5G, user-centric network, dual connectivity, mobility.
I. INTRODUCTION
The European Union (EU) has launched the METIS (Mobile and Wireless Communications Enablers for the Twenty-Twenty (2020) Information Society) Project recently, which considers UDN as one of the most important topics toward the mobile system, that is, the fifth generation (5G), for 2020 and beyond [1] . The exponential growth of wireless data services driven by mobile Internet and smart devices has triggered the investigation of the 5G cellular network [2] . UDN, as one of the emerging 5G techniques, is a main enabler to address the high traffic demands [3] . In the scenario of UDN, the radius of small cell coverage is dozens of meters or even several meters [4] . Traditional macro-cell-only networks evolve to Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), in which lowpower and low-cost small cells are deployed in large numbers, aiming at achieving traffic offload. Femtocells, also known as Femto Access Points (FAPs) are a main form of such small cell deployment [5] . Another crucial concept in 5G researches is UCN. Traditional cell-centric network techniques construct the network only based on the distribution and condition of base stations without taking users' distribution and traffic condition into full account. By contrast, UCN let the user feels like a network is always following it and the network shall intelligently recognize the user's wireless communication environments, and then flexibly organize the required cell group and resource to serve the user [6] .
However, the large number of small cells will cause the signaling load on the network nodes to increase due to frequent handovers and degraded mobility robustness due to increased handover and RLF [7] . In prior researches, one solution to solve the above mentioned problems is the formation of virtual cells, i.e., a cluster of cooperating small cells that appears to the user as a single distributed cell [8] . Coordinated multipoint (CoMP) clustering is a key feature for improving system throughput and cell edge performance [9] . Bassoy et al. [10] present a self-organizing, user-centric CoMP clustering algorithm in a control/data plane (C-plane/U-plane) separation architecture (CDSA), proposed for 5G to maximize spectrum efficiency for a given maximum cluster size. However, the HOF rate is not analyzed in their work. For further consideration about handover failure issues, Balakrishnan and Akyildiz [11] proposed a local anchorbased architecture for static clustering, which is proved to have an impact on the reduction in handover interruption. However, such static clustering does not take full account of users' preference.
Carrier aggregation is introduced in release 10 of LTE and further extended in release 11. It basically consists of equipping a cell with more than one carrier components for joint scheduling, hence reaching users with higher data rates [12] . In practice, however, the performance of CA is affected greatly because of the demand for ideal backhaul. Therefore, DC technique is more practical when considering about non-ideal backhaul. The DC technology is proposed for enhancing LTE-A small cell networks, with which the user equipment (UE) can connect to both the MeNB and the SeNB simultaneously [13] . However, in all of the existing works, DC is used for connecting users to a macro cell and a small cell simultaneously without considering about the situation when small cells may be more capable for acting as MeNB for future UCN, in which even multi-connectivity is more likely to be applied. And it is desirable to explore a novel architecture for applying DC technique to achieve overall mobility performance improvement.
A. RELATED WORK
3GPP release 12 has launched files about specific definitions and introductions of DC technique. And nowadays there are multiple researches and studies about DC, varying from applications to adaptations of it.
When it comes to the design of U-plane for DC, there are two main considerations. Firstly, there are mainly three types of options for bearer design [14] . As shown in Fig. 1 , Option 1 means that the traffic is split at the core network and the Evolved Packet System (EPS) bearer for SeNB will not pass through the MeNB. In Option 2, the EPS bearer will first be FIGURE 1. Bearer split for DC. transmitted to the MeNB and then the MeNB will forward the traffic to the SeNB. Similarly, in Option 3, the EPS bearer is first transmitted to MeNB and then it will be split at the MeNB, which means that part of the traffic will be forwarded to the SeNB. Based on the bearer options described above, there are two main types of profiles for the design of U-plane protocol stack-1A and 3C [15] . Fig. 2a presents the 1A profiles in which both the MeNB and the SeNB have the packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer and there is no high demand for the backhaul between MeNB and SeNB since there are only transmissions for some general control signals. Fig. 2b presents the 3C profiles. In such type of DC profile, UE can receive U-plane service from MeNB and SeNB simultaneously. The MeNB has the PDCP layer while the SeNB only has multi access control (MAC) layer and radio link control (RLC) layer. In this work, we adopts the 3C architecture which proves to be able to improve the mobility robustness when UE executes handover between eNBs.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Different from previous works, our work focuses on investigating the potential of small cells for performance improvement in UCN as the network has gradually become extremely dense nowadays. We propose a novel approach to apply DC for UCN based on local anchors. In contrast with the existing researches, in which DC is applied between macro cells and small cells, in our work, FAPs with strong capabilities are selected as anchor FAPs and their corresponding clusters which we call virtual cells (VCs) are built in terms of their surrounding FAPs' geographical distribution. When a user moves within the coverage of the VC, the anchor FAP would perform as the MeNB while the slave FAPs of the VC would be SeNBs for DC transmission to provide seamless coverage and borderless service. Our proposed scheme has the following features:
• A local anchor-based DC architecture is designed in this paper. Several FAPs would be selected as local anchors in terms of their better capabilities, aiming at constructing VCs for mobility management.
• Under the proposed architecture, DC technique is applied by allowing users connecting simultaneously to more than one small cell, which can significantly improve the mobility robustness and eliminate the traditional cell boundaries for UCN. For each user that has DC, the local anchor acts as the MeNB with slave cells acting as SeNBs for data transmission.
• Specific mobility management procedures are designed for DC and both the MeNBs and the SeNBs are selected from small cells to investigate further potential of small cells in our proposed scheme, which are quite different from the traditional handover scheme in LTE.
• Simulations with different parameters sets are shown in this paper to give the comparisons and performance gains between the proposed scheme and the traditional handover scheme in the current LTE system. This paper is organized as follows:
The system model used to analyze the deployment scenario is presented in Section II. The design details about the architecture of the proposed scheme are illustrated in Section III. Section IV focuses on the mobility management procedures. The simulation results are given in Section V. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a HetNet scenario with FAPs densely deployed in hotspot areas. Assuming that UE periodically measures the reference signals of the neighboring wireless communication channels and sends the measurement report to its MeNB for handover decision. Therefore, at time t, the reference signal received power (RSRP) received by UE u from FAP i at sub-channel n is given by
where p n i is the transmit power of FAP i at sub-channel n; g i,u (d) is the pathloss gain and it only depends on the distance d between UE u and FAP i; α i,u (t) is the fast-fading channel gain at time t, which we assume to be an exponential random variable with unit mean and coherence time that is independent among the users.
The corresponding signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) experienced by UE u connected to FAP i at subchannel n is calculated as:
where is the set of FAPs; P n j,u (d, t) is the interference received by UE u from neighboring FAPs except the serving FAP; η is the white noise power.
Based on the SINR calculated from the formula (2), the achievable data rate of UE u at sub-channel n by using Shannon capacity theory is shown as:
where W is the bandwidth of sub-channel n. Therefore, the spectrum efficiency of UE u is calculated as:
where BW is the total transmit bandwidth for UE u. And the average UE spectrum efficiency is the result of averaging the spectrum efficiency on all of the UEs in the simulation area.
III. LOCAL ANCHOR-BASED DUAL CONNECTIVITY SCHEME
In this section, we propose a novel architecture for small cell users by utilizing a local anchor-based cell clustering scheme for DC. The anchor FAP is responsible for organizing a group of cells surrounding them, which we call a VC.
To build VC and apply DC technique in such user-centric network, it is assumed that the anchor FAP is responsible for the registration of state information of the other FAPs in the VC. Meanwhile, the anchor FAP also needs to provide the radio resource control (RRC) connection to UEs within the VC area. Therefore, there is a high demand of capability for the anchor FAPs. We assume that the anchor FAPs should be the ones with strongest capability, for example, load capacity, available bandwidth, transmit power, back-haul and so on.
A. LOCAL ANCHOR-BASED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The local anchor FAP, in a way, operates as a Home eNodeB gateway in LTE-A systems by terminating the signaling and data plane between small cells and the core network. Besides, the anchor FAP manages a table of cells and UE information including the Physical Cell ID (PCI) of neighboring FAPs, UEs' RSRP value listed in a descending order of which we give an example at time t 2 as shown in Fig. 3b , and so on. The measurement information can be reported from UEs periodically. By using this table, the anchor FAP can manage the FAP set in the VC for DC transmission to provide usercentric service and maintain the C-plane for UEs located in the coverage of the VC region.
To apply DC technique in the proposed architecture, the anchor FAP acts as the MeNB which is responsible for both control and data transmission for UEs, while the other FAPs in the VC act as the SeNBs which only support U-plane transmission for UEs. Two types of coverage region of anchor FAP are defined which are the physical coverage and the logical coverage. The physical coverage and the logical coverage are determined by the RSRP from anchor FAPs and slave FAPs. Inside the physical coverage, the anchor FAP serves UEs alone. And when the UE move into the logical coverage area, the anchor FAP would be the MeNB for the UE with another FAP of the VC acting as the SeNB for DC transmission. By utilizing such architecture, the mobility robustness can be improved because of DC technique applied. Detailed descriptions of the proposed mobility management procedures are given in the following subsection. 
B. THE EVENTS TRIGGER CONDITION FOR DC
Different from the traditional mobility management approaches, a novel scheme for managing mobility events, like handover, is designed in terms of the proposed architecture. As shown in Fig. 3a , a UE moves from FAP 1 to FAP 8, passing through FAP 6 and FAP 7 during its moving process. Note that FAP 1 and FAP 8 are selected as the anchor FAPs during the process while FAP 6 and FAP 7 are located in the overlapping region of the logical coverage of the two anchor FAPs. The events trigger time is shown in Fig. 3c and detailed mobility management events including SeNB addition, SeNB modification, MeNB handover and SeNB release are presented as follows.
1) SeNB ADDITION
Initially, UE is located in the physical coverage area of the anchor FAP 1 at time t 1 . At this time, FAP 1 maintains both the C-plane and U-plane transmission for UE. Then, when UE moves out of the physical coverage of FAP 1 (i.e., at time t 2 ), FAP 1 will act as the MeNB FAP and continue to support the C-plane as well as the U-plane for UE, and meanwhile FAP 6 is selected by the anchor FAP serving as the SeNB FAP to provide U-plane service. The SeNB addition event is triggered when the RSRP from an SeNB FAP is better than that from the anchor FAP by an offset η th1 expressed as:
where RSRP s is the RSRP from a neighboring SeNB FAP of the current VC and RSRP anchor is the RSRP from the serving anchor FAP.
2) SeNB MODIFICATION
In the DC mode, as the RSRP from the SeNB FAP becomes lower, with periodic measurement report from UE, the MeNB FAP will trigger the SeNB modification event. For example, at time t 3 , FAP 1 triggers the SeNB modification event to modify FAP 7 as the new SeNB FAP for DC transmission instead of FAP 6. The SeNB modification event is used to modify, establish or release bearer contexts. And this event is assumed to be based on event A6 expressed as:
where RSRP s is the RSRP from the neighboring FAPs of the current VC and RSRP s is the RSRP from the serving SeNB FAP; η th2 is the A6 offset. Besides, if the MeNB FAP is unable to provide U-plane service because of the worse channel state before the MeNB handover event, the SeNB FAP would provide U-plane service alone with MeNB FAP still maintaining the C-plane service. For example, at time t 4 , FAP 1 only provides C-plane service and FAP 7 provides the U-plane service.
3) MeNB HANDOVER
When UE moves faraway from its anchor FAP and there is the neighboring FAP which may be more capable serving as anchor FAP for UE, the MeNB handover event would be triggered (i.e., at time t 5 ). After the MeNB handover process, FAP 8 will be the new anchor FAP taking charge of control service and FAP 7 may still serve as SeNB FAP. The MeNB handover event is assumed to be based on event A3, when the RSRP from a neighboring anchor FAP becomes better than that from the serving anchor FAP by an offset η th3 during TTT (time to trigger) time period:
where RSRP T _anchor is the RSRP from the target FAP and RSRP S_anchor is the RSRP from the serving anchor FAP.
4) SeNB RELEASE
The SeNB release event is used to initiate the release of the UE context at the SeNB. For example, at time t 6 when UE moves into the physical coverage of FAP 8, FAP 7 would be released and UE would be supported by FAP 8 lonely.
The SeNB release event is triggered when the RSRP from the serving SeNB is not fulfilling for DC condition. For example, RSRP from the SeNB FAP becomes worse than that from the serving anchor FAP by an offset η th4 expressed as:
where RSRP s is the RSRP from the serving SeNB FAP and RSRP anchor is the RSRP from the serving anchor FAP which we mentioned before.
IV. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES
Given the above design and configuration, the four types of mobility event procedure including SeNB addition, SeNB modification, SeNB release and MeNB handover are illustrated as shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. A. SeNB ADDITION PROCEDURE Fig. 4 illustrates the SeNB addition procedure. Firstly, the MeNB FAP would collect information about the neighboring FAPs. Secondly, UE sends the measurement report to the MeNB FAP by which the SeNB addition decision is made according to the RSRP that UE receives from different SeNB FAPs. After the SeNB addition event is triggered, the MeNB FAP sends the SeNB addition request to the relevant SeNB FAPs which would prepare for the addition and send the SeNB addition request acknowledge message to its MeNB FAP. Later, the MeNB FAP sends RRC reconfiguration request to UE who conducts the reconfiguration and then synchronizes with the selected SeNB FAPs. To gain better successful addition rate, we make some improvements that the MeNB FAP could send the SeNB addition request to several SeNB FAPs from which the RSRP values are fulfilling for the signal power condition instead of only one SeNB FAP. That is why we use SeNB as shown in Fig. 4 .
B. SeNB MODIFICATION PROCEDURE
Fig . 5 illustrates the SeNB modification procedure. When UE is communicating in the DC mode, the resources managed by the SeNB FAPs are time-varying. Besides, during the movement process of UE, the RSRP from neighboring FAPs is also changing over time. Therefore, when the SeNB FAP becomes unsuitable for providing data services or when the configurations of the SeNB change, the MeNB FAP should modify the serving SeNB FAP for UE. We assume that the MeNB FAP initiates the SeNB modification event when the SeNB FAP can't continue to provide data services for UE. That is, the MeNB FAP sends the modification request to SeNB FAP who will send a feedback for acknowledgement. If the SeNB modification event is triggered, the MeNB FAP will choose an SeNB FAP with best conditions to serve the UE and then release the former SeNB FAP. Note that, it does not necessarily need to involve signaling towards the UE, e.g., RRC connection re-establishment due to RLF occurred in MeNB FAP.
C. SeNB RELEASE PROCEDURE
The SeNB release procedure procedure is shown in Fig. 6 . The SeNB release event is used to initiate the release of the UE context at the SeNB FAP and the recipient node of this request cannot reject. The MeNB FAP initiates the procedure by sending the SeNB release request message to the relevant SeNB FAPs. After this event is triggered, the MeNB FAP would initiate the RRC connection reconfiguration request to UE and then UE will release the former configuration and construct a new one. Note that, it does also not necessarily need to involve signaling towards the UE, e.g., RRC connection re-establishment due to RLF occurred in MeNB FAP. Finally, the path update procedure is initiated and the SeNB FAP would release related radio resources associated to the UE context.
D. MeNB HANDOVER PROCEDURE
The MeNB handover procedure is shown in Fig. 7 . Firstly, UE sends the measurement report to the serving anchor FAP which makes the handover decision. After the serving anchor FAP making the handover decision, it will send the handover request to the target anchor FAP and then the target anchor FAP together with the UE would prepare for MeNB changing. After completing the handover execution and path switching, the target anchor FAP will inform the serving anchor FAP to release resource. During this process, UE receives U-plane service from SeNB FAP without interruptions.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed mobility enhancement strategy in UDNs based on LTE System Level Vienna LTE Simulators using Matlab. Simulation parameters are configured according to the 3GPP specifications and are summarized in Table 1 . The traffic model we used in the simulation is Full buffer. UEs are assumed In this subsection, we simulate the performance of our proposed scheme under different configurations of SeNB addition/release offset. The offset actually represents the size of anchor FAP's physical coverage, thus our simulation results could give an insight into how to deploy the network in reality. The FAP density is set as 1000cells/km 2 and the UE speed is 3km/h in the simulations of subsection A, B, C and D. Besides, the SeNB modification offset is set to be 0dB in all the simulations. As shown in Fig. 8 , the intra-VC HOF rate is taken into account as a main performance indicator for different configurations of SeNB addition/release offset. Here the MeNB handover offset η th3 is configured to be 0dB and the SeNB addition/release offset varies from -2dB to 3dB. In this paper, an intra-VC handover failure occurs due to the RLF during the process of SeNB addition, release or modification. And the intra-VC HOF rate is calculated by the HOF numbers divided by the total numbers of SeNB addition, release and modification events for every UE moving within the coverage of VC. To simplify the simulation parameters set, we assume that the SeNB addition offset η th1 and the SeNB release offset η th4 adopt the equal value.
Simulation result shows that the intra-VC HOF rate increases with the growth of η th1 /η th4 value. This is because that as the η th1 /η th4 rises, which means that the size of anchor FAP's physical coverage becomes larger, the ratio of UEs that are in the DC mode in the VC becomes smaller, resulting in higher intra-VC HOF rate. Therefore, we should set an appropriate offset for SeNB addition/release event to control the ratio of UEs that use the dual connectivity technique under the coverage of the VC for optimal performance. In the simulations below, SeNB addition/release offset is configured to be -1dB which has been proved to be a superior configuration for a relatively low intra-VC HOF rate.
B. IMPACT OF MeNB HANDOVER OFFSET η th3 ON HANDOVER PERFORMANCE
In this subsection, the simulation parameters are set the same as the previous subsection and the TTT for MeNB handover is set to be 10ms for low RLF occurance probabilities. Note that, in this paper, an inter-VC handover is considered as failed if RLF occurs after the MeNB handover procedure is triggered during the process of MeNB handover [17] . In addition, if an MeNB handover is triggered within a very short time interval from the previous MeNB handover or the new target anchor FAP is the same as the serving anchor FAP of the previous handover, we consider this process as an inter-VC ping-pong handover which causes unnecessary signaling load to the core network. The inter-VC HOF rate and inter-VC PP rate are illustrated in Fig. 9 from which we can see that the inter-VC HOF rate increases as η th3 goes up while the PP rate experiences a downward trend. The inter-VC HOF rate leads to the large proportion of handover failures during the movement of UE.
C. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED SCHEME AND LTE for HOF RATE
In this subsection, the performance of our proposed scheme and LTE system are compared in detail under different parameter values. The MeNB handover offset η th3 is configured to be 0dB. Simulation results about the total HOF rate in which intra-VC and inter-VC handover failures are both considered in the process of the whole movement during the simulation time are illustrated in Fig. 10 .
As we can see from Fig. 10 , the HOF rate increases as TTT becomes higher and this is because that RLF is easier to occur for larger TTT values. In the LTE system, HOF rate experiences an extinct rise when TTT is configured to be higher than 10ms in UDNs, which is not tolerant. By contrast, the HOF rate in our scheme increases slightly with the rise of TTT, peaking at around 8% in the worst condition of our simulation. Therefore, we can see an obvious improvement in mobility performance especially when the TTT value is set to 320ms in our simulation with HOF rate showing a maximum decrease of more than 53% compared with the LTE system.
D. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED SCHEME AND LTE FOR PP RATE
As for PP rate, simulation parameters are configured the same as those in the previous subsection. As shown in Fig. 11 , the PP rate decreases gradually with the increase of TTT value. Note that if the mobility management procedures including SeNB addition, SeNB modification, SeNB release and MeNB handover are triggered within a very short time interval from the previous event, we consider all these as the ping-pong events and result shows that the total PP rate in our proposed scheme is smaller than the PP rate in LTE system. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed scheme can reach a reduction of HOF rate without deteriorating PP rate. The objective of handover performance analysis is to search for appropriate handover parameters configurations in our proposed scheme for lower HOF rate and acceptable PP rate. 
E. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED SCHEME AND LTE for AVERAGE UE SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY
In this subsection, we focus on the average UE spectrum efficiency under different FAP densities. In simulations below, the SeNB addition/release offset η th1 /η th4 is set to -1dB whilst the MeNB handover offset η th3 and SeNB modification offset η th2 are both configured to be 0dB. As can be seen in Fig. 12 , the average UE spectrum efficiency drops with the increase of FAP density. Besides, the UE spectrum efficiency in our scheme is higher than that in the LTE system under different UE speeds. More specifically, the difference between the two mechanisms is more obvious as the network becomes denser and as the UE speed rises, achieving an increase of 5% average UE spectrum efficiency gains when UE speed is 3km/h and nearly 16% when UE speed is 30km/h for 2000cells/km 2 FAP density. Note that, with small cells becoming dense and UE speed rising, the spectrum efficiency is slightly decreased in both schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION
A local anchor-based architecture in which DC technique is applied in this paper to provide user-centric service for performance enhancement in UDN scenario. Under the proposed architecture, anchor FAPs are selected for UEs, acting as the MeNBs while the other FAPs in VCs act as the SeNBs which only provide user service in the coverage of VCs. Key procedures are given for providing the user with satisfactory service following her movement and improving mobility robustness. For performance evaluation, we first analyze the impact of the size of anchor FAPs' physical coverage on handover performance in our scheme. Besides, different values of handover parameters are conducted in simulation to give an insight for optimal configuration. And comparisons between our proposed scheme and handover scheme in the LTE system are illustrated to show the gain. Results show that a maximum decrease of more than 53% can be obtained for HOF rate and a maximum increase of 5% average UE spectrum efficiency gains in the proposed scheme over the current LTE system when UE speed is 3km/h. 
